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CE'LOY
THE ENCHANTRESS

https://www.celoyofficial.com/


You'll discover the resolutely international
Belgian singer, songwriter and composer
that she is. 

That irresistible voice that resonates in your
soul, interwoven with a songwriting style
that dances with pop/rock/electro melodies.
All wrapped up in a magnetic presence.
Ce'Loy creates a captivating, unforgettable
musical experience.
 
The "trance touch" of Bruno Sanchioni (alias
Age of love, BBE,...) adds another touch of
magic. 

For Ce'Loy, music and lifestyle are one and
the same. It's an expression of her heart. 

"Come in, come in..."

Ce'Loy invites you to join her on this
enchanting journey.
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INTERNATIONAL
SINGER SONGWRITER COMPOSER “Push open the door to the world of

Ce'Loy...”



In the shadow of a life marked by unexpected darkness, a star has risen, bright and powerful, in the world
  of music. Ce'Loy, an international singer-songwriter, carries a story that transcends words 

and moves the soul.

In the twilight of her twenties, Ce'Loy's life was suddenly plunged into the deepest darkness, with the
sudden loss of her mother. One morning, she left for work without saying goodbye to her mother,

convinced that she would see her again a few hours later. But fate had decided otherwise, and that
simple goodbye was forever denied her. In that moment when all the cards of destiny were reshuffled, 

a solemn promise was made, both to her mother and to herself: to realize her dreams, whatever the cost.
This promise was her beacon through the darkest nights of her life.

The early days were anything but a fairy tale. Ce'Loy experienced struggles and obstacles, but what
always sustained her was the unconditional love of those around her. Over the years, she released songs,

worked with managers and press agents, but the coveted success seemed to elude her, 
the stars refusing to align.

Today, imbued with determination, a wealth of experience and an unshakeable desire to share her
creativity, Ce'Loy is ready to continue on her own path. The risks are real, with financial hardship, social

isolation and the shame of failure lurking in ambush. Do you know what the worst thing would be for her?  
Not having tried at all ! The regrets would be more bitter than any hardship.

As we all know, life always throws back in our path the lessons that were meant for us and 
that we didn't learn that we haven't yet applied.

 She was recently reminded of her fragility as she crossed a crosswalk in broad daylight. A hit-and-run
driver, like a specter of death, raced towards her at breakneck speed. A heart-rending scream erupted

from her entrails, a cry for survival that stopped the infernal machine just two centimetres away from her,
just like in the movies. It was the music of his voice that saved her.

In this frantic dance with destiny, Ce'Loy understands that tomorrow is an indecipherable mystery. 
She refuses to postpone her dreams to an uncertain tomorrow, because she knows that 

every moment counts. 
Her story is a poignant reminder that even in the darkest moments, music can illuminate our lives and

save us from the darkness. Ce'Loy is much more than a singer, she is a muse, a survivor, an artist 
who transcends time and space to touch the hearts and souls 

of those who listen to her.

THE STORY
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In 2005, Ce'Loy began her musical career as lead singer of the
group Morgan's Wave. 

The group's eponymous track quickly became a nightlife staple,
played by international DJs such as Tiësto and Paul Van Dyk. 

Ce'Loy is recognized as the magical, bewitching voice of 
Morgan's Wave.

DISCOGRAPHIE

In 2011, Ce'Loy released its 1st single with a 100% "French touch" sound!
A supercharged hit with recognized success, programmed on numerous

radio stations across the French-speaking countries of the world
(Belgium, France, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Canada) and even Spain.

For this production, she didn't hesitate to surround herself with
experienced arrangers for the different versions:

- Xavier Romain, her former colleague from Morgan's Wave,
- Kai-Cee, arranger of Shanna's hits "Il est interdit" (2007) and 

"Tout est permis" (2007),
- Philippe Malempré, arranger of the 80s hit "On se calme" 

by the Bassline Boys (1989)

In 2013, with this track, Ce'Loy reveals her new face as an
accomplished artist.

1st hit of a long series composed in collaboration with Bruno
Sanchioni, better known under the names Age Of Love, BBE, Acid
Story,...

In 2015, Ce'Loy released "The Cure", an electro track
whose acoustic version leaves no one indifferent... 

An exclusive version was even produced as a duet with
Patrick Dodd (The Voice, American Season 4) and 

Wayne Kirby (member of the group Blondie).

Another electro version was produced in partnership with
an American producer.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oDjeuR2MDZk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vD4kb71wKfQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKf48zVXLr4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SHQ9aNCbE8


COLLABORATIONS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0MSftb8kSY


“HIT ME LIKE DRUMS”

Discover Discover Discover Ce'LoyCe'LoyCe'Loy's new single 's new single 's new single "Hit Me Like Drums""Hit Me Like Drums""Hit Me Like Drums",,,   
a pop rock song that transports you to the world of unspoken love.a pop rock song that transports you to the world of unspoken love.a pop rock song that transports you to the world of unspoken love.   

Ce'Loy Ce'Loy Ce'Loy invites you to feel the burning attraction that unites two souls, but which remains ininvites you to feel the burning attraction that unites two souls, but which remains ininvites you to feel the burning attraction that unites two souls, but which remains in
suspense, waiting for a spark.suspense, waiting for a spark.suspense, waiting for a spark.

The track The track The track "Hit Me Like Drums" "Hit Me Like Drums" "Hit Me Like Drums" evokes the power of repressed feelings, each drum beatevokes the power of repressed feelings, each drum beatevokes the power of repressed feelings, each drum beat
symbolizing a suppressed desire waiting to be released.symbolizing a suppressed desire waiting to be released.symbolizing a suppressed desire waiting to be released.

Let yourself be transcended by this emotional symphony that celebrates shared desire andLet yourself be transcended by this emotional symphony that celebrates shared desire andLet yourself be transcended by this emotional symphony that celebrates shared desire and
the invitation to be bold. Feel the power of love beating inside you,the invitation to be bold. Feel the power of love beating inside you,the invitation to be bold. Feel the power of love beating inside you,   

like raging drums in the night...like raging drums in the night...like raging drums in the night...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VUBFG0O0GA
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https://www.facebook.com/caroline.eloy.50/
https://www.celoyofficial.com/
https://www.instagram.com/celoyofficial/
https://www.youtube.com/@CeLoyOfficial
http://www.tiktok.com/@celoyofficial
https://soundcloud.com/celoyofficial
http://www.linkedin.com/in/ce-loy-artiste-59682366
https://open.spotify.com/intl-fr/artist/7pAcZ5QJ1kNtWEQrwkioaQ

